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In 2010, after identifying a gap in the field of security management 

in Israel and around the world, WIZELINK decided to develop and 

create a solution by combining years of operational knowledge 

with technological capabilities. 

The starting point of the system was that of supervision and high-

level execution of security patrols by utilizing leading high-tech 

tools. This software and practical mobile application were rapidly 

embraced and utilized by many companies, leading WIZELINK to 

continually develop and adapt to the world of security and 

business operations, ensuring that our product and platform 

maintains a leadership position within industry and upholds the 

platform at the cutting edge of the digital revolution.
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Our web-based encrypted mobile app provides a user-friendly interface for employees to complete tasks (either one-time, occasionally, or daily) like 

checkpoint scanning, form submissions, incident reports, tasks, attendance reports, location tracking and panic alerts, all in real-time. Our system 

provides for at-the-moment quality control, allowing for immediate data review and analysis leading to less downtime, increased productivity and 

accountability, all while ensuring secure data availability.  
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Our system has been developed and improved over the 

last 12 years utilizing the most efficient code, producing 

algorithms which convert all incoming data into 

immediately available information for review, analysis and 

action. Being cloud-based, the app can be used anywhere 

in the world, and will immediately populate the 

administrative dashboard with live location mapping, 

checkpoint data, task management, forms and incident 

reports, panic alerts as well as other elements. 
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Our system has been finetuned to ensure that the information being provided is pertinent, 

necessary, and actionable to maximize employee performance and efficiency. Being fully 

customizable, the system provides real-time meaningful data without providing superfluous 

information – the information transmitted is only that which is important and enables a rapid 

analysis and decision-making process for management. The flexibility of this fully customizable 

platform allows for maximized real-time feedback from sites & in-the-field users anywhere in the 

world, accomplishing all task- management requirements efficiently and flawlessly. 

Corporate efficiency is achieved via customizable sites, users, mailings, notifications, forms & 

reports, Task management, event calendars and checkpoints amongst others. These elements 

combine to bring about a highly accountable work force, yielding such accurate and detailed 

data that it is suitable for liability defense and evidence confirmation. 

Our servers are housed within the Amazon Web Services infrastructure that includes the “AWS” 

guarantee of world-leading security features to safeguard the information of our customers.
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Convenient task management 
interface. 

Managing pre-set tasks and items 
associated to a user.

Update status for each item 
inreal time

From now on you will see the available, future and routes history. In addition, the status of the 
checkpoint scans and route execution will be displayed.

Future
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History

Available
Presents the routes currently 
available. This includes a 
scheduled route that has 
started or an unscheduled 
route that is always available

All the routes that scheduled 
for the next 8 hours

Calendar
All the routes that scheduled 
for the next 7 days

Presents the routes 
performance history 
(Completed, Partially 
performed or not performed)

01 02

03 04

Activity history is now presented! Scans, 
forms, routes and more 



Improved location 
accuracy
Improved location accuracy using 

a state of the art algorithms

Forgery detection
Ability to detect fakes! Indicates 

suspicion fake barcode scans 

during a routes (scanning a photo 

from a phone, computer, etc.).

Drafts option
Saving a draft while filling a 

form or incident report! Enables 

to continue fill in later on
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Our system is very quick & easy to install and set-up. It does not require any special equipment or heavy hardware, and the features and benefits of the mobile 

application can be utilized and experienced within minutes of initial installation. The password-protected, securely encrypted management tool and mobile app can be 

downloaded or opened on any web-enabled device from any location in the world for user convenience. Therefore, our customers can very quickly access real-time 

information and ensure employee quality control, as well as workforce accountability, propelling the movement toward optimized workforce management and 

workflow efficiency.

Paperless workflow collected through our securely encrypted cloud technology populates a data-rich dashboard which can be customized to provide users with the 

ability to prioritize data views for rapid review and analysis, leading to the option for real-time management-directed action steps.

Be informed promptly about sites patrols, forms, raports, 

tasks and panic alerts

Organize and schedule patrols according to your need 

with QR data technology

All time data access by web. No need for lengthy 

installation and heavy equipment 

Minimize down-time and increase employee productivity
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Our control system can be used and customized to direct and manage the 

workload of all your employees in any location or facility for any purpose.

Here some examples of different types of customers: 

Warehouses

Factories

Private Companies

Security

Shopping Malls

Moving & Logistics

Construction companies

Medical Offices and Institutions

Educational Institutions

And More …………
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And the list goes on …
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Our customers include multiple Fortune 100 companies, 

government agencies & offices and private companies from 

a wide cross-section of industries. 
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www.wizelinkusa.com jonathan@wizelink.com 305.772.0068


